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Smart 3D Ltd, a UK-based start-up company will soon launch its crowdfunding campaign to 
promote the la test innovation – Pixelio 3D scanner. Till the end of October, Pixelio will be 
presented on the international platform Kickstarter.com.

Smart 3D has announced that it is raising funds through equity crowdfunding on Kickstarter 
in order to finish development of their revolutionary multifunctional 3D device. The 
company has set out to raise $ 50 000 on Kickstarter to finish development and produce the 
first batch of their latest invention that is going to change the 3D scanning market and make 
it easy for everyone who owns a smartphone.
 
One of the main advantages of Pixelio is simplicity – connect it to any smartphone with free 
applications (e.g. 123D Catch) and start enjoying Pixelio’s functionalities. The smartphone is 
placed in a rotating mount holder which allows not just to create perfect 3D scans, but also 
to take for example 360-degree pictures or time-laps videos. The rotating arm is also well-
suited for GoPro cameras that can be connected to Pixelio via WiFi network. 

„Until now, the market has lacked a small and mobile 3D scanner that is as easy to use as 
our device. Pixelio can be used by anyone with a smartphone or a GoPro. The development 
of printing and 3D scanning would not be possible without giving that possibility to every 
user. That was our goal when we created Pixelio – to make 3D available to everyone...”, says 
Sebastian Adamek, CEO Smart 3D Ltd.

The device will be even more accessible with its inexpensive price of less than $200. 
Kickstarter backers will also be treated to a special offer – they will be able to buy Pixelio at 
a very low price. It is therefore worth investing in the Pixelio project during the campaign. 

Inexpensive price, high-value functionality, ease of use and simple & pleasing to the eye 
design make Pixelio a great innovative gadget and the best choice in the 3D market.

Pixelio – 3d scanner & photo-lab for 
smartphones and GoPro
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The fuctionalities:
 

Smart 3D is a UK-based start-up company formed by four friends who have already succeeded 
with a 3D printer called ROBO 3D. They have recently found a niche for 3D scanning and 
decided to fill the market gap with their own device. This is how PIXELIO was created. While 
working on Pixelio 3D scanner some new hi-tech ideas were born that are now waiting 
to be developed. Smart 3D Ltd has decided to develop its innovative projects and ideas 
through an international crowdfunding campaign. Smart 3D’s products are characterized by 
simplicity, high-value functionality and minimalist design. The first project, Pixelio will soon 
be presented on Kickstarter.com. 
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